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Summary of Findings 
 Elastic N.V. (ESTC) offers a fast, powerful stack of enterprise search 

and monitoring technologies whose popularity should continue to 
rise, according to interviews with 13 users of the software, channel 
partners, and other industry specialists. 

 The underlying software’s ease of use, an active developer 
community, and frequent updates have combined to make 
Elasticsearch and its related tools the platform of choice for a wide 
range of uses and industries.  

 Elastic faces some challenges in getting users to pay for licenses 
rather than choose the free, open source version available from 
both Elastic and Amazon.com Inc. (AMZN). The latter will appeal to 
some users of the Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud, though eight 
sources agreed that Amazon’s version lacks some key features, 
support, and customizability available in Elastic’s paid tiers. 

 The free version of the Elastic stack is adequate for many use 
cases, four sources said. But those that are paying for Elastic 
licenses or have done so in the past said it is generally worth the 
cost for additional security, excellent support, and other features. 

 Tools for application performance monitoring (APM), infrastructure 
monitoring, logging, and security information and event 
management (SIEM) are likely to converge into a single platform in 
the coming years, seven sources said. Elastic has all the building 
blocks to capitalize on this enormous opportunity, but other 
vendors are also working on a unified solution. 

 Competitors such as Splunk Inc. (SPLK), New Relic Inc. (NEWR), 
and DataDog Inc. (DDOG) have some compelling attributes but are 
either too expensive or lack the breadth and flexibility of Elastic’s 
platform. 
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Research Question: 

Will Elastic continue its impressive growth or will competition from Amazon and others 
slow it down? 

Silo Summaries 
1) Elastic Users 
Elastic’s software stack is an impressive collection of 
technologies that combines speed, power, and ease of 
use. Use of Elastic’s software is growing and should 
continue to do so. Only one source was critical of 
Elastic’s paid tier. Overall, sources were not impressed 
with Amazon’s Elasticsearch Service because it lacks 
key features and customizability available through 
Elastic’s version. Splunk’s acquisition of SignalFX will 
help both companies but not have much impact on 
Elastic. The market is headed toward a unified solution 
for tasks such as application monitoring, logging, and 
SIEM. Elastic is in a good position to develop this type 
of observability platform. 
 
2) Elastic Partners 
Both sources in this silo lauded Elastic’s software 
platform, noting the speed of its search engine and its 
ability to ingest large amounts of data. The fact that it is 
open source is a plus, as it offers a transparent process 
for debugging and adding features. Both were 
impressed by the company’s rapid release of new 
versions. Security features will be the draw for 
enterprises to pay for Elastic licenses rather than stick 
with the free version. The software tends to be very 
sticky once adopted. Neither source believes Amazon’s 
version is a big threat to Elastic—it may appeal to some 
AWS customers, but others will not want to be further 
locked into Amazon’s ecosystem. Splunk is Elastic’s 
biggest threat because it has similar capabilities, but its 
data-based pricing model can make it expensive.  
 
3) Industry Specialists 
All three sources in this silo offered positive 
assessments of the Elastic stack, calling it among the 
best open source platforms for search, monitoring, and 
logging. Its customizability makes it popular with 
leading-edge tech companies and its package of 
proprietary features are attractive. Use of Elasticsearch 
is growing and more clients are paying for licenses. 
Amazon’s version will appeal to AWS customers, but 
Elastic offers much better support than Amazon and 
some important additional features. Elastic does not 
offer as much out-of-the-box functionality as some 
competitors like DataDog and SignalFX. The vendor that 
can be first to market with a unified platform across 
monitoring, logging, and SIEM could be a big winner, 
and multiple companies—including Elastic—are working 
on such a solution. 
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Background 
Elastic’s revenue climbed 59% to $101 million for its fiscal Q2, which ended Oct. 31. The company added more than 1,000 
paying customers from the prior quarter—including 50 new customers with a total contract value above $100,000—to bring its 
total subscription count to more than 9,700. Its net expansion rate topped 130% again, an indication that existing customers 
are spending more with Elastic. For its full fiscal year ending April 2020, Elastic is forecasting about $415 million in revenue, 
which would represent 53% growth from fiscal year 2019 after a 70% increase the prior year. Elastic is benefiting from 
increased interest in app monitoring, data logging, and enterprise search capabilities. Shares of the company, however, took 
their first big fall since Elastic’s 2018 IPO following the company’s latest earnings report, presumably because of deceleration 
in billings growth.  
Elastic develops software for storing, searching, and analyzing data in a single stack of technologies. Its biggest customers 
include Uber Technologies Inc. (UBER), Walgreens Boots Alliance Inc. (WBA), and Match Group Inc.’s (MTCH) Tinder. The 
company recently released version 7.5 of its Elastic stack, offering improvements to its observability, security, and enterprise 
search solutions. The latest release also included the launch of Kibana Lens, marketed as a lightning-quick way to develop 
visualizations from data. Elastic offers a free download of its open source software stack but charges for advanced features. A 
subscription to its Site Search Service, for example, starts at $79 per month. 

Amazon’s Elasticsearch Service provides similar functionality to Elastic’s core platform, as it is based on the same open 
source stack. Amazon offers the software for free and has the advantage of an easy connection to a company’s AWS cloud 
deployment. Amazon does not offer a paid version with premium features or support, as Elastic does, but it announced a new 
“UltraWarm” storage tier this month that it says will save AWS customers money by moving infrequently accessed data to a 
cheaper storage service. 

Other competitors in the enterprise search and app performance monitoring space include Splunk, New Relic, and DataDog. 
In October, Splunk closed its $1 billion acquisition of SignalFX, beefing up its cloud monitoring capabilities. DataDog, which 
recently announced new security monitoring features and an integration with Microsoft Corp.’s (MSFT) Azure DevOps, 
reported an 88% surge in revenues during Q3, its first as a public company following its September IPO.  

Current Research 
Blueshift Research assessed Elastic’s growth prospects. We employed our pattern mining approach to establish four 
independent silos, comprising 13 primary sources and one secondary source focused on Amazon’s version of Elasticsearch. 
Interviews were conducted January 20-31. 

1) Elastic users (8) 
2) Elastic partners (2) 
3) Industry specialists (3) 
4) Secondary sources (1) 

Next Steps 
Blueshift Research will monitor efforts by Elastic and others to develop a single “observability” platform that combines 
multiple tools. We will also follow up with sources about the potential impact of Splunk’s acquisition of SignalFX as the two 
companies integrate their operations. 

Silos 

1) Elastic Users 
Elastic’s software stack is an impressive collection of technologies that combines speed, power, and ease of use, according 
to seven of eight sources in this silo. Four of the sources are paying for an Elastic license to unlock additional features and 
support. Use of Elastic’s software is growing and should continue to do so, according to five sources. Only one source was 
critical of Elastic’s paid tier—the underlying software is excellent but the additional features are not worth the licensing cost, 
he said, so he is planning to move to Amazon’s version on AWS. Overall, sources were not impressed with Amazon’s 

https://www.fool.com/earnings/call-transcripts/2019/12/05/elastic-n-v-estc-q2-2020-earnings-call-transcript.aspx
https://www.fool.com/earnings/call-transcripts/2019/12/05/elastic-n-v-estc-q2-2020-earnings-call-transcript.aspx
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4311392-elastic-dramatically-lowered-valuation-justifies-billings-slowdown
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4311392-elastic-dramatically-lowered-valuation-justifies-billings-slowdown
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4311392-elastic-dramatically-lowered-valuation-justifies-billings-slowdown
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4311392-elastic-dramatically-lowered-valuation-justifies-billings-slowdown
https://www.helpnetsecurity.com/2019/12/03/elastic-stack-7-5-0/
https://www.helpnetsecurity.com/2019/12/03/elastic-stack-7-5-0/
https://www.elastic.co/kibana
https://www.elastic.co/kibana
https://www.elastic.co/products/site-search/service/pricing
https://www.elastic.co/products/site-search/service/pricing
https://www.elastic.co/products/site-search/service/pricing
https://www.elastic.co/products/site-search/service/pricing
https://www.elastic.co/aws-elasticsearch-service
https://www.elastic.co/aws-elasticsearch-service
https://techcrunch.com/2019/12/03/aws-announces-ultrawarm-tier-for-amazon-elasticsearch-service/
https://techcrunch.com/2019/12/03/aws-announces-ultrawarm-tier-for-amazon-elasticsearch-service/
https://techcrunch.com/2019/08/21/splunk-acquires-cloud-monitoring-service-signalfx-for-1-05b/
https://techcrunch.com/2019/08/21/splunk-acquires-cloud-monitoring-service-signalfx-for-1-05b/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/devops/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/devops/
https://fortune.com/2019/09/19/what-is-datadog-ipo/
https://fortune.com/2019/09/19/what-is-datadog-ipo/
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Elasticsearch Service because it lacks key features and customizability available through Elastic’s version. Elastic probably 
does not have much pricing power because of the availability of other options, including less expensive ones, four sources 
said. Splunk’s platform does not perform as well as Elastic’s and its pricing model means it can get expensive, according to 
three sources. One source said Splunk’s acquisition of SignalFX will help both companies but not have much impact on 
Elastic. The market is headed toward a unified solution for tasks such as application monitoring, logging, and SIEM, four 
sources said, with open source vendors the most aggressive in pitching such combined tools. Elastic is in a good position to 
develop this type of observability platform. One source cautioned that some enterprises will not want to rely on a single 
software vendor for all those tasks. 

Key Silo Findings 
Elastic 

- 7 of 8 offered positive feedback about Elastic’s software. 
o 3 are using the free version. 

 1 would like to move to a paid version but said the costs of managing the switch are too high right 
now. 

o 4 have paid Elastic licenses. 
 1 said he is planning to switch to Amazon’s version because Elastic’s licenses are not worth the 

cost. 
o 1 is using Amazon’s version but prefers Elastic’s. 

- 5 said Elastic use is growing and should continue to do so. 
- 2 praised the software’s processing speed and aggregation power. 
- 2 said Elastic’s Kibana visualization tool is a key part of the stack. 
- 4 said Elastic offers good support and is very responsive to user needs. 
- 4 said Elastic does not have any pricing power. 

o 1 said competition is likely to put downward pressure on pricing. 
- 1 said Elastic needs to improve some of its security and alerting features, while 1 other said an embeddable version 

of Canvas would be a welcome addition. 
- 2 said the software tends to be fairly sticky, including 1 who said moving to Elastic can be easier than switching out 

of it. 
Competition 

- 5 said Amazon’s Elasticsearch Service on AWS is not as good as Elastic’s own offering. 
o 3 said Elastic offers features you cannot get with Amazon, such as Canvas in Kibana and custom plugins. 
o 1 said Elasticsearch on Amazon is significantly cheaper than a paid version from Elastic. 

- 3 said Splunk does not perform as well as Elastic’s platform and can be more expensive. 
- 1 said Splunk’s acquisition of SignalFX is a smart combination that will benefit both, but they appeal to a different 

market segment than Elastic. 
- 2 said Elastic is more flexible than DataDog and New Relic. 
- 1 said Elastic has no legitimate open source competitors and those that do exist are very specialized and often rely 

on Elasticsearch itself. 
- 4 agreed that tools for app monitoring, logging, SIEM, and related functions are converging toward single platforms. 

o 1 said big enterprise vendors like IBM Corp. (IBM) are not pitching these combined solutions, but open 
source vendors are. 

o 1 said Elastic has the right building blocks to create a unified solution. 
o 1 said some enterprises will prefer to keep these tasks separate to not become dependent on a single 

vendor. 

1) Enterprise architect for a data center provider 

Elastic will continue its impressive growth but may see some price pressure from competition from Amazon and others. 
Elastic’s main strength on the technology front is its lightning-fast search. The company is quick to respond to needs and 
requests of its users. Some of its security and alerting features are subpar, but it is rolling out improvements. Several 
new features will be extremely helpful, such as a new API (application programming interface) for cloud management.  
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Elastic 
 “We’re using Elastic internally as well as to provide [data center] customers with information from a governance 

perspective. We provide [customers] with their own power metering, consumption metering, cloud metering. Our 
backbone is built on Elastic technology.” 

 “We use Elastic [for a number of purposes]. Monitoring is a big one—any time-series data from all of our 
infrastructure, but also from any sensors that we have. I can get a good idea of how hot or cold [the data center] is, 
how much power we’re consuming, how much bandwidth we’re consuming. [We can see] security logs from all of our 
network, but also from our customers’ perspective. We feed that back to customers. Really, it’s pretty much the 
entire [Elastic] suite. I’m maximizing the investment.” 

 “When I looked for a solution, I was looking for a solution like Elastic, but I wasn’t really targeting Elastic. It wasn’t the 
end goal I had in mind from the beginning. I looked at various competitors, like Splunk. I looked at other suites, 
including straight-up relational databases.” 

 “Elastic was my choice for two reasons: One, it’s a very large community of 
users, and they’re passionate about it. And two, the company is putting 
their money where their mouth is. They’re listening to the market and the 
requests that they’re getting from their users and they’re investing heavily 
into the development of those features.” 

 “[Elastic] is rolling [these features] out piecemeal, but the way they’re 
doing it is as a major release, made available to a segment of their user 
community. Of course, the open source has a lot to do with it, too, but once 
they make it available and better, they look at who their users are, what 
their needs are, how they’re using it, then they’re making improvements 
and then they’re making it generally available. And then they start 
improving on them by adding more features.” 

 “They deliver core features first and then they add all the nice-to-haves on 
top of the needs. They’re doing this now with the security features, which 
was a big request. They’ve taken their time with that one just because they 
wanted to get it right, and they’ve actually gone out and acquired a 
company [Endpoint] to do it. So they’re doing it gradually and they’re doing 
it right—and it’s why I think they’re getting so much adoption.” 

 “We’re a small company that’s growing quickly, with about 60 employees. 
Everybody [in the company] uses Elastic, whether they know it or not. Our finance team gets the information from 
Elastic to be able to do billing; our contracts are stored in there, so when my lawyer looks up contract information, 
that’s in there; we’re bringing in information from Salesforce[.com Inc./CRM] and other systems, so when 
[employees] do business intelligence, they actually query our data source.” 

 “My operations are all driven by the Elastic data, so I play with it day in, day out. It’s always on and that’s what I do 
with my team. Everybody else uses it; they get their alarms and instructions from our Elastic stack. Even our CEO 
gets some of his direct reports directly sent from Elastic.” 

 “I have the paid version because I wanted to get the gold-level support that came with it, because we’re a small 
company. So it’s a large investment, but, at the end of the day, I don’t want a whole bunch of people spending most 
of their capacity managing it.” 

 “We purchased the Elastic Cloud Enterprise version. For three nodes, we’re looking at $45,000 per year—not much 
for large corporations, but for a startup or a small company, the investment is serious. There’s also the cost of 
training and resourcing. Elasticsearch is extremely in-demand and finding qualified resources is difficult. They either 
cost more or you have to quickly ramp up someone else’s skills.” 

 “I do have some nodes that are free that I’m using in parallel with it. I get to send data from one to the other. It’s 
really a hybrid approach. But what’s paid for, for us, is [Elastic’s] cloud version.” 

 “We pay the money to bring [Elastic’s] cloud infrastructure that they offer to customers in house. We have our own 
data center, so, for me, storage was not an issue. But, at the same time, I wanted to keep data sovereignty and I 
didn’t want some of this information out in the cloud; I wanted our customers to be reassured that their data was 
staying in house. We’ve got multiple data centers across Canada and we send the information from one data center 
to the other, but it always stays in house.” 

 “[Elastic] has a licensing model that changed recently, and I haven’t looked at the new contracts. Back when I [got 
the license], it was based on nodes. I have a three-year contract and it’s per servers that are installed. My goal was 

Elastic was my choice for two 
reasons: One, it’s a very large 
community of users, and 
they’re passionate about it. And 
two, the company is putting 
their money where their mouth 
is. They’re listening to the 
market and the requests that 
they’re getting from their users 
and they’re investing heavily 
into the development of those 
features. 

Enterprise architect for a data center 
provider 

https://techcrunch.com/2019/10/15/elastic-adds-endpoint-security-to-its-expanding-toolset/
https://techcrunch.com/2019/10/15/elastic-adds-endpoint-security-to-its-expanding-toolset/
https://techcrunch.com/2019/10/15/elastic-adds-endpoint-security-to-its-expanding-toolset/
https://techcrunch.com/2019/10/15/elastic-adds-endpoint-security-to-its-expanding-toolset/
https://www.elastic.co/ece
https://www.elastic.co/ece
https://www.elastic.co/cloud/
https://www.elastic.co/cloud/
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always to have three nodes in three different locations, so if I lose one leg, I don’t lose my entire infrastructure and I 
can keep working.” 

 “I think [Elastic’s pricing is] pretty on par [with its value]. Perhaps it will even go down as a result of the availability [of 
Elasticsearch] in AWS. Now that they’re in there with a competitor, I think that will bring prices slightly down.” 

 “Amazon’s product is free, but once you get your foot in the door, then you realize it’s really only free-ish, based on 
consumption and other things. I think you will see prices for the Elastic Cloud itself might be driven down slightly.”  

 “I’ve seen Elastic work a lot on making their own suite available in Azure. They’ve made a lot of announcements 
lately regarding that, and they’re making investments in their own cloud. So I think they’re here to stay, and that 
they’re not in any danger because they’re making the right investments at the right time—but I do see that 
competition usually drives prices down.” 

 “Elastic’s core competency is search. The speed at which it processes information is amazing; I’ve never seen 
anything like that. For example, I pull 30 million records, which is not a lot compared to some of the workloads, but I 
do that every day. I can pull that information every 10 seconds and, on some of the equipment, I’m live. It does this 
really, really well.” 

 “[Another positive] is it shares the information a lot. If I want to access something, there’s going to be somewhere 
that was either built in house by the folks at Elastic or the user community has it built already and we all share; the 
user community shares a lot. The input and output plugins are freely shared. For me that’s really amazing.” 

 “I’ve been really happy with their support. They’ve helped a lot.” 
 “There are features that are in development from a security standpoint and from a monitoring and alerting 

standpoint that are maybe on the weaker side, although security has been greatly improved with the latest release.” 
 “From an alerting perspective, it’s more difficult. There is a bit more development that is required, although I have 

been told that in the next version, which is 7.6, major improvements are coming in this area. If I wanted to do some 
alerting based on the logging that I have, right now it’s very hands on.” 

 “Features I’m excited about [are] monitoring and alerting, the graphical 
interface that’s coming and they are slightly changing how they are doing it. 
They also just added an API interface to manage their cloud. Before you 
could manage the individual indexes and your data through an API like 
that. Now you can manage the actual cloud itself, which is going to save 
hours and hours every month. I got really excited about that when it came 
out.” 

 “The new security features I really want. And a centralized management for 
what’s called Beats, which is little modules you install on servers. I’ve got a 
couple of hundred running in my infrastructure. Before, I would have had to 
automate all that manually or with other tools. Now it’s all native to Elastic. 
That’s a good example of them listening to the community.” 

 “I don’t see Elastic’s growth slowing any time soon, especially with what 
they are doing in terms of listening to their customer base the way that 
they have been listening and making the improvements. And they’ve shown 
that they are open to working with industry partners to make improvements. That’s a big thing, too.” 

 “They are in the public sector, at the government level, quite a bit, too. So there’s a lot of drive in that direction.” 
 “They’ve got a brand-new department with school institutions, to reach out and help get the word out and get 

students to start using it. Just by doing that, it guarantees the next five to 10 years of development, because you’re 
driving adoption early on. I don’t see them being slowed down.” 

 “Their marketing department is awesome; they get involved in the community and it’s part of the culture that you go 
out and volunteer while on company time. They are out as Elastic employees, which gets the word out. It’s a 
distributed company with employees all over the world, and the employees are encouraged to go to meetups and 
talk to people and listen and bring back ideas. I think it’s one of those rare companies that’s here to stay, from a 
tech perspective.” 

 “Microsoft and Amazon will do these big three- or four-day conferences, whereas Elastic will do a one-day event in 
eight different cities in North America. It’s called Elastic{On} Tour and they’re adding new cities all the time. It’s 
outreach to users and industry, whereas the others are reaching out more to industries than users. They have 
roadmaps and demonstrations from experts at Elastic and they showcase features that are coming in the next 
deployments—a preview. And they put all those talks online.” 

I don’t see Elastic’s growth 
slowing any time soon, 
especially with what they are 
doing in terms of listening to 
their customer base the way 
that they have been listening 
and making the improvements. 

Enterprise architect for a data center 
provider 

https://www.elastic.co/products/beats
https://www.elastic.co/products/beats
https://www.elastic.co/elasticon/
https://www.elastic.co/elasticon/
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 “Microsoft uses Elastic for their own website and it has its own database server. [The Walt] Disney [Co./DIS] drives 
their entire operations using Elastic. If you look at the use cases, John Deere [& Co./DE] has applications for tractors 
in the agricultural field that connects a satellite and gives positions for different types of crops, all driven by Elastic. 
There’s genealogy departments that use Elastic as their entire infrastructure, to be able to share information with 
their customers but also with other genealogy sites and companies and services.” 

 “I think the use cases are as varied as people. Because you can connect anything and you can search anything—
anywhere and anytime—I don’t think there’s a limitation to what you can do with it.” 

Competition 
 “I think the Splunk acquisition [of SignalFX] was a good move. It partners really well with their suite of tools. Signal 

has an established customer base on top of the current Splunk customer base. I think we will see a lot of 
improvements on both ends, and a bigger market share at both ends.” 

 “Is the acquisition a bigger threat [to Elastic]? I would say no because the niche is different. SignalFX has their own 
suite, whereas with Elastic often you will tend to see people and developers use it at the back end, creating front 
ends with Kibana or their own code. I think it [appeals to] a different market segment.” 

 “I’ve worked with both New Relic and DataDog in the past. I like both of them. They offer very good software. Where I 
wanted the ability that Elastic gave me was to be able to bring in anything. I’ve got temperature sensors; I’ve got air 
conditioning and water pumps, cooling units and servers. I didn’t want to be vendor locked [on the hardware]. That 
was a big thing for me. Elastic gave me that ability because it pretty much reads anything, anywhere, any time.” 

 “The other thing that I liked is that, because of the variety of plugins that exist, if there’s something that did not exist, 
I could build it myself. I haven’t met that use case yet, but it’s something that I wouldn’t necessarily have with the 
others.” 

 “I also looked at relational databases like the standard SQL, MySQL, Oracle [Corp./ORCL] even. The processing time 
was going to be a bit of an issue, and the capacity to just integrate everything [also looked difficult].” 

 “Elastic has something called Logstash, which [allows] you to enter a file, and you say, ‘Go get me the data, and this 
is how you get it.’ This is something I would have to have done manually with all those other tools. It’s native to 
Elastic.”  

 “That was a big driver for me: Keep the solution unified, because it’s easier to support and easier to maintain. It’s 
one thing to have a developer do it, but I want the operations to be able to drive the show and, once you hand it off, 
you need to be able to support it and make improvements.”  

2) Senior software engineer focused on building SaaS products 

Elastic’s premium features are not worth the cost and its pricing model does not allow for horizontal scaling, so his 
company is planning to switch to an AWS-managed version of Elasticsearch. Elasticsearch’s flexibility is both a blessing 
and a curse, as it can make it too easy to introduce major errors without realizing it. Elastic has some potentially useful 
features that Amazon does not offer, but they are not yet robust. Tools like app monitoring, logging, and SIEM are 
converging into single platforms, which could potentially benefit Elastic. 

Elastic 
 “The biggest threat to Elastic is its ability, or inability, to out-innovate AWS or any cloud provider that can provide 

compute at commodity pricing. None of the features I’ve seen that are specific to Elastic are worth the premium paid 
for their service, in my opinion.”  

 “Elastic is really expensive. I strongly dislike their scaling model, which allows you to only scale vertically, with bigger 
machines, until you hit their most expensive tier, where you can add more data nodes. But it’s at least somewhat 
managed.” 

 “We are actively planning a migration to AWS due to cost.” 
 “I think Elastic has a fair amount to worry about. Cloud compute is a commodity, and Elastic—like any provider— 

needs to differentiate its product from competitors by offering more compelling features, because they can’t 
compete on price.” 

 “Elasticsearch suffers from the very aspects that make it attractive—it’s really flexible. It is so flexible that you may 
not know you’ve put a time-bomb into your application until it’s too late, and the cost of redeveloping your application 
becomes very high.” 

https://www.oracle.com/database/what-is-a-relational-database/
https://www.oracle.com/database/what-is-a-relational-database/
https://www.elastic.co/products/logstash
https://www.elastic.co/products/logstash
https://slack-redir.net/link?url=http%3A%2F%2FElastic.co
https://slack-redir.net/link?url=http%3A%2F%2FElastic.co
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 “For example, Elasticsearch will map your data dynamically by default, which is great for getting started, but if you
deploy that to production, it will end up eating all of your available compute resources. Another example is that it’s
easy to build an aggregation on a high-cardinality field and then not realize it’s a problem until your cluster crashes.”

 “This is in comparison to something like DynamoDB, where I can spend easily 10 times the time actually developing
features backed by DynamoDB, but it never goes down. It never fails, and I never have scaling issues. The costs are
predictable, and the deployment model makes it impossible to write a bad query.”

 “I’d love to see [Elastic] roll out a fully managed version of Elasticsearch or an embeddable version of Canvas. But
I’m not sure if that would move the needle for them. It seems like most everyone uses Elasticsearch for log pipelines,
not products.”

 “I've been using Elasticsearch since [version] 2.4 and have used both Elastic and AWS Elasticsearch Service.”
 “Currently, we’re dogfooding our own platform entirely for app monitoring and data logging, which relies on

Elasticsearch under the hood.”
Competition 
 “AWS Elasticsearch Service is not free—they do charge more for their Elasticsearch-specific EC2 instances. But it’s

significantly cheaper per hour than Elastic’s offering. I’m not at liberty to say how much we’re spending on Elastic,
but we’d save significant amounts of money by moving to AWS Elasticsearch Service.”

 “Like any database solution, even changing providers, such as Elastic to
AWS or vice-versa, is not easy. So it is sticky in that sense. But I’m still
hoping for the day when anyone can launch a completely managed
Elasticsearch solution where I can specify my mapping file and someone
else can manage the compute.”

 “Elastic seems to offer some interesting but immature features that AWS
doesn’t have, like Canvas in Kibana—which would be amazing if I could
embed it in a mobile application or a web application, but it’s stuck in
Kibana for now; or their Machine Learning plugin, which seems to basically
be a simple regression model.”

 “AWS offers virtually the same product at a much more compelling price
point. I can’t emphasize that enough. Some aspects of AWS Elasticsearch Service are annoying, though. For
example, their cluster resize strategy is to spin up an entirely new cluster to the new size and use a snapshot process
to move data to the new cluster. Why they removed the open source code in Elasticsearch that allows for a grow-
shrink operation is beyond me.”

 “There’s absolutely a convergence [of tools like app monitoring, logging, and SIEM], whether or not monitoring
companies like to admit it. I’d guess that most vendors are actually using Elasticsearch somewhere in their stack;
DataDog does, for example. If Elastic can capitalize on that usage, I’m sure it’d be a good thing for them.”

 “It’s a tight job market for the entire software industry right now. I think there are a plethora of engineers and
DevOps people that could fall into the category of expert when it comes to knowledge of Elasticsearch, but good
people are hard to find in general. I don’t know if that’s a problem for Elastic’s business.”

 “My first experience with Elasticsearch was at a previous job. Initially, [the company] self-hosted Elasticsearch on
AWS—we ran our own nodes on bare EC2 instances, instead of using their managed service. This is what we used for
our ELK stack. It was poorly implemented, suffered from an explosion of mappings that caused the cluster to crash,
and eventually was deprecated in favor of Splunk.”

3) Software developer using Elasticsearch at a major retailer

Elasticsearch is a powerful search engine that has been improving with each version. Its ability to scale horizontally and
the platform’s Kibana visualization tool add to its value. Other tools, however, can be a better fit, depending on a 
company’s needs. The support Elastic offers with the paid version of its software is terrific but, for some users, the free 
version is fine. Elastic’s documentation and its active user community make it easy to switch from another platform. 

Elastic 
 “Elastic was introduced to me by a manager [at a previous company] who tried out Elastic on his laptop and was

impressed by the simplicity of getting started with it. He was impressed by its fast performance based on the usage

We’d save significant amounts 
of money by moving to AWS 
Elasticsearch Service. 

Senior software engineer focused 
on building SaaS products 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amazon_DynamoDB
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amazon_DynamoDB
https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/kibana/current/canvas.html
https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/kibana/current/canvas.html
https://deviq.com/dogfooding/
https://deviq.com/dogfooding/
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on his laptop. With the possibility of horizontal scaling, he wanted to try it out on a bigger scale and the POC [proof of 
concept] was approved to move forward.”  

 “We used Elasticsearch for the website search engine. Elasticsearch proved to be quite powerful in aggregating 
many disparate products at an acceptable speed. Most people use Elasticsearch for log-related metrics, but we used 
it as a search engine.”  

 “For log-related metrics, ingestion of data seems to be faster for InfluxDB compared to Elasticsearch. But then, 
Kibana being built with Elasticsearch makes it a perfect combination for displaying a lot of useful visualizations and 
applying filters easily on them over a dashboard.”  

 “Based on the specific use case, it needs to be evaluated whether 
Elasticsearch is a better fit or if something else, like [Apache] Solr or 
InfluxDB with Grafana, would be a better fit. At my current workplace, I use 
both InfluxDB and Elasticsearch, but it depends on my usage.” 

 “I have used the top-level paid version, as well as the free version. 
Currently I’m using the free version. The paid version comes with a number 
of features like ML [machine learning], etc. However, at this point, we are 
not using those features. If one is not going to use the features which come 
specifically with the paid version, then using the free version is just fine.” 

 “With the paid version, one can get better levels of dedicated support 
rather than waiting for someone from the community to reply to a post. So 
again, [whether it is worth the cost] depends on the usage. The support 
they provide with the paid version was really good—[they had] very 
knowledgeable people who used to take very good care of our issues and also provided suggestions.” 

 “I would say the number of users [of Elasticsearch at our company] is growing once they see a demo of what 
Elasticsearch, along with Kibana, can offer.” 

 “In terms of stickiness, as long as a company’s needs align with what Elasticsearch offers, switching to Elastic can 
be quite easy, given all the documentation provided by Elastic online and also the open and active community. If one 
selects the paid version, then Elastic will provide support as well.” 

 “However, switching from Elastic to something else will depend on how and what is being switched to. Elastic 
consumes a feed of JSON objects, which is fairly easy to generate.” 

 “Elastic was built keeping logging issues in mind and then it was realized that it could be used as a search engine as 
well. I feel almost every team needs to have some form of logging and its visualization, especially in a production 
environment, which would help in monitoring stats, figuring out bugs, understanding the patterns in which certain 
issues are caused, etc.” 

Competition 
 “I have worked with InfluxDB and Elasticsearch and they both serve different purposes with some level of overlap. It 

depends on what the usage is. Another similar product is Solr, which I have not worked with.” 
 “If the search market is, in fact, relatively small, companies like Elastic probably need to make people more aware of 

the features they provide, even at the free version level.” 
 “[Given] what Elastic is offering and the improvements they have been making with each version, and the integration 

with Kibana for visualizations, and horizontal scaling—which is a very big plus point—I feel they are a strong 
competitor for any other product providing similar features.”  

 “Elastic is a relatively newer product and, as far as I know, they started a certification course two years back. I 
wouldn’t be able to say if it is difficult to find an Elastic expert or not, although I have not come across a lot of people 
who know how Elasticsearch works underneath and how to determine the best possible specifications for best 
performance. But it could be just that I haven’t met those people.” 

4) Senior IT executive at a European manufacturing company 

Elastic’s version of Elasticsearch is better than Amazon’s and is more reasonably priced than competing software from 
Splunk and IBM’s QRadar. One of Elastic’s strengths is communicating with customers. The company may not be able to 
continue developing and growing as fast as it has. If Elastic dominates the market and increases prices, this source 
would seek alternatives. Elastic is working to combine different pillars of the stack with prepared modules, but it will take 
time to find a comprehensive solution. 

Kibana being built with 
Elasticsearch makes it a 
perfect combination for 
displaying a lot of useful 
visualizations and applying 
filters easily on them over a 
dashboard. 

Software developer using Elasticsearch 
at a major retailer 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/InfluxDB
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/InfluxDB
https://lucene.apache.org/solr/
https://lucene.apache.org/solr/
https://grafana.com/
https://grafana.com/
https://www.json.org/json-en.html
https://www.json.org/json-en.html
https://www.ibm.com/security/security-intelligence/qradar
https://www.ibm.com/security/security-intelligence/qradar
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Elastic 
 “We are using both the paid and free versions of Elastic. We use the basic version at production sites and the paid 

platinum service in our corporate data centers. Our number of users is constantly growing.” 
 “We get the feature set that we are paying for and people like it. We do not use all the platinum features, but we 

have chosen to use most because of security and auditing.” 
 “When we started, we also had a look at Cassandra as a NoSQL [not only SQL] database, but we never got a 

business case up and running with it, mostly because of visualization issues. Therefore, we decided on Kibana and, 
therefore, Elastic.” 

 “Elastic is good at understanding the people they work with behind the 
technology and our teams really like their counterparts at Elastic.” 

 “Their development speed and growth has been so fast that it might not 
continue to be as easy to maintain the same pace [of development and 
growth].” 

 “We do Elastic on premise; therefore, we have all we need on site, so have 
not had an issue finding Elastic experts.” 

Competition 
 “We have looked at Amazon’s free Elasticsearch. It is not good enough, 

especially in cases of UX across the stack.” 
 “We looked at Splunk and QRadar and they are far out of our budget.” 
 “[The biggest competitive risk to Elastic is] that they get too snobbish. 

There is no month where they don’t do a press release with new VPs, etc. Hopefully, they don’t become a new 
Splunk, Teradata [Corp./TDC], or Software AG [SWDAF].” 

 “At the moment we are fine with Elastic, but the moment they start dominating the market and begin an exponential 
grab into the pockets of customers, we will think over our decision.” 

 “There definitely is convergence [between APM, infrastructure monitoring, logging, and SIEM], but the service 
capability is, most of the time, far ahead of the imagination of the engineers. In the enterprise segment like IBM, 
Citrix [Systems Inc./CTXS], Microsoft, vendors are definitely not [pitching solutions that combine these pillars], but 
open source vendors are.” 

 “You can do anything with the [Elastic] stack and Elastic is working hard at bringing prepared modules which are pre-
built along the stack—index definition plus visuals plus dashboard plus ML jobs plus alerts—but this takes time.”  

5) Engineering executive at an entertainment company  

Elastic can continue to grow and gain share, especially if it focuses on marketing. Elastic’s paid features make it more 
attractive than AWS’s version. This source self-manages the free version of Elastic on AWS, but Elastic has made a strong 
sales pitch to move over to its paid, managed version. The market for search software is growing. A tool that combines 
numerous functions across app monitoring, SIEM, and related tasks would be a welcome solution. Moogsoft claims to do 
that. While Elastic does not have such a solution, it has the building blocks to create one. 

Elastic 
 “We are using the free version of Elastic.” 
 “The free version works well for what we need it for. At first, I was looking for something to facilitate the display of 

real-time data and I started playing around with Elastic. It took me a while, but, in the end, I got it to a state where it 
works for us.” 

 “The migration from the free to the paid version is on my roadmap. [Elastic] is trying to get us to do it and their offer 
is attractive.” 

 “Currently, we are running Elastic ourselves on AWS, which means that we pay for the compute resources on AWS. 
Elastic’s proposal is that if we migrate to the paid version, my costs will barely go up. It will be an insignificant 
amount but, given that it would take some of our overhead away, from a cost perspective it’s a no-brainer.” 

 “What’s stopping me is that I’m on a much earlier Elastic version, while they are already on version 7. The tools that 
we run on Elastic use their APIs directly and those APIs have changed, naturally. And, at the moment, we do not have 
the bandwidth to upgrade our code to use the newer version of Elastic.” 

Elastic is good at 
understanding the people they 
work with behind the 
technology and our teams 
really like their counterparts at 
Elastic. 

Senior IT executive at a European 
manufacturing company 

https://www.elastic.co/subscriptions
https://www.elastic.co/subscriptions
https://www.elastic.co/subscriptions
https://www.elastic.co/subscriptions
http://cassandra.apache.org/
http://cassandra.apache.org/
https://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/definition/NoSQL-Not-Only-SQL
https://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/definition/NoSQL-Not-Only-SQL
https://www.teradata.com/
https://www.teradata.com/
https://www.softwareag.com/corporate/default.html
https://www.softwareag.com/corporate/default.html
https://www.citrix.com/
https://www.citrix.com/
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 “If I had a couple of developers at my disposal for maybe two weeks, then we would do it. The time could be even 
less, but we always seem to have other priorities. And since what we use Elastic for works well enough, it doesn’t 
cause us any issues.” 

 “The advantage of using the paid version of Elastic would be to get rid of 
the system administration overhead. It’s Elastic who would be making sure 
it’s running correctly. We now perform all the clean-up and maintenance to 
ensure the stability of the platform. If we move to the paid version, they will 
do all that and we can focus on other things.” 

 “Also, there are a number of very interesting features that are only 
available in the paid version. They range from PDF generation to graph 
analysis. If we migrated to their SaaS offering, we would get these things 
included in the price.” 

 “Elastic could improve how they move customers from the [open source] 
community to the paid version. We didn’t feel we had enough support in 
overcoming this resource barrier to moving. If Elastic would contribute, 
make a clear proposal to send a couple of engineers over to our office for 
two days, let’s say, to help as a free-of-charge service, in return we would 
commit to an annual subscription. That would be a fair arrangement. They 
did not offer anything like that and we told them we didn’t have the 
bandwidth at the moment. That’s where we’ve stayed.” 

 “We want the flexibility that Elastic offers and we will switch to the paid 
version when we find the time and resources to do it.” 

 “I think Elastic is in a good position to gain more market share. A lot of it 
depends on Elastic. I don’t think there is a technological barrier. It’s more 
about marketing, promotion, and messaging.” 

 “What appealed to me the most when I started using Elastic is that it was the only free tool that allowed me to ingest 
data easily and to easily view interactive visualizations. It was cool and easy to use. That gave them a massive edge 
at the beginning. There were many other search platforms but with Elastic, you could actually see pretty graphs, not 
just numbers in code. You could show it to the business side to see sales curves over several months or by country 
and by product type.” 

Competition 
 “Amazon’s Elasticsearch is different and not quite there. We didn’t go with Amazon because when we were 

provisioning the ELK stack, we were using some custom plugins, which are possible with Elastic. With Amazon, you 
have to go with the features that they offer. We played around with it and still have some of it running for test 
purposes.” 

 “If I had a choice to go with Amazon or Elastic, I would go with Elastic simply because of the extra paid features and 
because I would know it’s being looked after by the guys who wrote the thing.” 

 “AWS’s version is not free. They may have a sweet deal for using a very small cluster for a short amount of time each 
month. But for any real production work, Amazon is not free. Their pricing model is to pay for what you use. It’s not 
very expensive, maybe a little cheaper than Elastic, but we still wouldn’t get the paid features that Elastic only has for 
subscribers. I believe those paid features are worth it.” 

 “I’ve never used Splunk. As far as DataDog and New Relic, those tools are higher level than what we need. They are 
application performance monitors or infrastructure monitors.” 

 “Elastic has entered the market from the bottom up with their first product, Elasticsearch, and then they added new 
visualization components like Kibana and some other tools. Now that they are entering the application performance 
monitoring scene, their offering is interesting because it is more flexible than New Relic or DataDog, even if it 
requires a little more effort for the configuration.” 

 “We used DataDog and New Relic, but we terminated the relationships because the tools didn’t fit our particular use 
case. We weren’t unhappy with them per se.”  

 “I don’t think the search market is that small. This is a growing market. The amount of data is not going to get 
smaller. It gets bigger every day. Strategically, it’s about finding the right information in it. This is where tools like 
Elastic come into play.” 

 “There is a such a convergence [among tools for app monitoring, logging, and SIEM]. It’s the challenge we are trying 
to solve internally here. In the typical approach, you find the metrics you want to track on a platform, find the 

What appealed to me the most 
when I started using Elastic is 
that it was the only free tool 
that allowed me to ingest data 
easily and to easily view 
interactive visualizations. It was 
cool and easy to use. That gave 
them a massive edge at the 
beginning. … with Elastic, you 
could actually see pretty 
graphs, not just numbers in 
code. 

Engineering executive at an 
entertainment company 
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thresholds, and, once you have that, it will trigger an alert. With the 
complexity of the systems in place right now, this is too granular and 
difficult to maintain.”  

 “The challenge is to have a tool to put in there to ingest all the metrics and 
detect anomalies in everything that comes out of there and automatically 
correlate them with one another and automatically point out the problem. 
There are companies that are finding solutions like that and we are 
starting a trial with one of them—Moogsoft.” 

 “Elastic has all the building blocks for it, too. It would be a big thing to have 
it. Everyone wants to be efficient and everyone wants to use technology in 
order to decrease reliance on manual labor. This is exactly that. Why have 
a team of engineers tracking metrics when you can have a tool that 
automatically addresses all that?” 

 “I’m more than convinced it’s possible to build something like this today. 
It’s going to be about who is going to get it right. Not easy, but doable.” 

 “I don’t think it should be that difficult to find Elastic experts. I’ve never 
had to look but I don’t find the platform very complicated to understand how it works as long as you have an IT or 
computer science background. Elastic’s concepts should be understandable to any IT professional.” 

6) Open source systems engineer for a European IT company 

Elasticsearch use will keep growing, but getting users to pay for Elastic’s premium features will be challenging. The 
product can be essential in daily operations but IT budgets can be tight. Companies with highly sensitive data like those 
in healthcare or finance might be more inclined to pay. Amazon’s distribution of Elasticsearch is not slowing down 
Elastic’s growth, but some of its practices violate the spirit of open source development. Splunk was too slow and was 
trying to offer too much. 

Elastic 
 “I see a bright future for Elasticsearch. It really is a cornerstone technology with, currently, no open source 

competitors. Competitors that do exist are highly specialized and often rely on Elasticsearch itself or some 
homegrown closed alternative.” 

 “I don’t think anything is slowing Elastic’s deployment growth. Getting customers to pay for it is another thing, but 
that should be much easier when the customers are already using it.” 

 “My first encounter with Elasticsearch was around the version 1.4 days in early 2015. I was working at a local ISP 
with about 300,000 subscribers that was just being sold and the new owners introduced a new customer 
provisioning platform on Windows. None of the techs trusted it, so I put another system in front of it to capture all 
HTTP traffic and stick it in Elasticsearch. It turned out to be a debugging godsend.” 

 “Later, we also used it to capture call detail records and do other quality assurance tasks. After setting it all up—it 
was supposed to be a proof of concept—I figured I needed training to validate what I built, so I enrolled in Elastic’s 
training program. These were the early days of Elastic; the actual engineers working on Elastic gave the training.” 

 “Apart from that [training program], I never gave a cent to Elastic. I wanted to, but their pricing was so ridiculous that 
I could never go to my manager to get it approved, even though the product was becoming essential for daily 
operations. IT operations is unjustly always seen as a cost center, not as a critical enabler or preventer of problems 
down the line. This means money is often tight.” 

 “I still use [the free versions of] Elasticsearch, Beats, and Kibana daily as a means to visualize data, gain insight into 
my systems, etc. There hasn’t been a job were I didn’t build Elasticsearch clusters of a few hundred GB just to store 
logs, use it as a back end for other systems, etc.” 

 “I’m quite OK with just using the sort-of-OSS [open source software] free versions. This might change if I work in 
fields with highly sensitive data, like healthcare or finance. The data I store in Elasticsearch is mostly systems 
generated—i.e. logs—and generally doesn’t contain PII [personally identifiable information].” 

Competition 
 “I don’t think Amazon, in particular, is slowing down Elastic’s growth. I just think the behemoth Amazon is a factor to 

be considered in any tech organization nowadays.” 

There is a such a convergence 
[among tools for app 
monitoring, logging, and SIEM]. 
It’s the challenge we are trying 
to solve internally here. … 
Elastic has all the building 
blocks for it, too. It would be a 
big thing to have it. 

Engineering executive at an 
entertainment company 

https://www.moogsoft.com/
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 “If you choose to consume a product ‘as a service,’ that service needs to be impeccable, and AWS’s Elasticsearch is 
not. Elastic provides Elastic Cloud, which does seem to be a decent service, though I’m not a user.” 

 “AWS can't be trusted to provide a decent service for Elasticsearch and I abhor their abusive practices that are 
thinning out open source development.” 

 “I used Splunk during a brief stint at a large telco. [I] wasn’t a big fan. 
Things felt sluggish and [there were] way too many bells and whistles— 
otherwise known as feature creep.” 

 “I briefly used Graylog2, an open source competitor to Splunk focused on 
log aggregation, but that used Elasticsearch in the back end. The log 
ingestion works nicely—routing, info extraction—in Graylog, but being used 
to Kibana, I found the visualization options lacking.” 

 “There are currently three frontlines around Elasticsearch. One is that 
Elastic, the company, has opted to use its own non-OSI [open source 
initiative]-approved software license for part of its ‘open source’ software.” 

 “The second is AWS’s battle with Open Distro, which provides the most 
critical security commercial options for Elasticsearch for free. And maybe 
more important is AWS taking open source Elasticsearch and serving it to 
their own customers for a fee—which is permitted by the open source 
Apache license—while not significantly contributing back to the further 
development and maintenance of Elasticsearch. This goes against the spirit 
of open source and creates unhealthy ecosystems.” 

 “[Third], Elastic is suing open source vendor Floragunn for copyright infringement. They were also providing critical 
security modules for free. The jury is out on whether they really copied Elastic’s commercial code.” 

7) MongoDB architect for a media company 

Some teams within this company use Elastic’s software and others use Amazon’s version. The latter is inferior because it 
lacks key tools and is not up to date. Still, Amazon’s version will take some share with AWS customers. Splunk does not 
perform well and its pricing model can make it expensive. 

Elastic 
 “In our company, we use both the AWS version of Elasticsearch as well as the core [Elastic] version of Elasticsearch—

the enterprise edition as well as the [free] community edition. It’s a big company, so each vertical, each team, is 
using it in their own way based on their budgets, use cases, and resources.” 

 “I’m with a team working on MongoDB and I don’t have any [user interface] tool to monitor my MongoDB cluster. So 
we are using the Elastic stack to monitor the MongoDB cluster. It has Elasticsearch [for use as a document-oriented] 
database, Kibana as a visualization tool, and Logstash as a log shipping tool; and we had Filebeat, Metricbeat. With 
a combination of all these tools, I get metrics from MongoDB and publish it to Kibana in order to generate the 
dashboard.” 

 “We’re using Elasticsearch to monitor the MongoDB cluster, and it saves costs because I don’t want to use MongoDB 
Enterprise Edition. I don’t have that use case. And for monitoring, we are using Elasticsearch.” 

 “Another [use case] in the company—that I’m not currently involved in directly—is to push application logs in 
Elasticsearch, to monitor how a particular application is performing and that kind of thing.”  

 “[With a previous team], we were using the community edition of Elasticsearch, and that was working perfectly—with 
a few restrictions, like not having an alerting system, which is provided in the enterprise edition. We were using some 
different tools from Microsoft to solve for this.” 

Competition 
 “[Elastic’s version of] Elasticsearch has a lot more tools than the AWS version. You can monitor your traffic, the 

heartbeat of your cluster, your files. They have lots of additional built-in tools that are very well integrated with 
Elasticsearch, whereas AWS has mainly Elasticsearch and Kibana.” 

 “[My current team is] using Elasticsearch serviced by AWS, not the version from Elastic. The AWS version was chosen 
because we were already with AWS and the team believes that it will reduce the overhead of the cluster 
management of Elasticsearch.” 

Apart from that [training 
program], I never gave a cent to 
Elastic. I wanted to, but their 
pricing was so ridiculous that I 
could never go to my manager 
to get it approved, even though 
the product was becoming 
essential for daily operations. 

Open source systems engineer for a 
European IT company 
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 “Even though my current team has gone with this option, I’m not in favor of [Amazon’s] service, because the code 
being used and modified is not in sync with the current version of [Elastic’s] Elasticsearch. And some of the features 
that I like [from Elastic’s version] are not there, because [Amazon] has their own customized version of Elasticsearch. 
It’s a problem.” 

 “I don’t think [Amazon’s version] has things like Filebeat and Metricbeat. They have only Kibana and Elasticsearch. I 
will have to take these tools from Elasticsearch and pull the metrics and push it back out to [Amazon’s] 
Elasticsearch.”  

 “In my vertical, they are already using the AWS version of Elasticsearch, so 
it’s very easy to utilize that cluster. But when we started to use it, we 
immediately felt some limitations for our use case.” 

 “AWS won’t stop [Elastic] from growing. Most companies prefer AWS 
Elasticsearch Service only if they’re already using AWS for their products. 
Let’s say I have my database and applications that are already in AWS, 
then I will be thinking of just keeping everything in AWS. If I’m using 
everything on premise, however, then personally I would not think about 
using AWS Elasticsearch.” 

 “AWS can take market share in some segments because of this, but it’s 
going to be where they already have existing clients. But it’s going to be 
hard for them to compete with the core version of Elasticsearch if they 
have to compete outside [AWS].” 

 “As for Splunk, it’s not that performant. Their licensing is very different, and 
it’s by size. So if you’re going to increase the size of the database, it will be 
very expensive. And, behind the scenes, Splunk doesn’t have a very strong 
or performant database, compared to Elastic’s database [based on the] Lucene [library], which is excellent.” 

 “My previous team used Splunk, and I wanted to push my Mongo data into Splunk. We would have had to invest in 
more storage, and so this is when we started to investigate Elasticsearch. Finally, we removed Splunk and went to 
Elasticsearch.”  

8) Former electronic communications and surveillance executive at a financial institution 

Elastic’s enhanced security features are attractive to enterprises. Its products are innovative and it offers frequent new 
releases. Elastic is also very accessible to managers and development teams. It would help if the company maintained 
support of older versions for a longer period, as enterprises tend to move slowly. Splunk is not as flexible and 
competitively priced as Elastic for unstructured text analysis and processing. Convergence between APM, infrastructure 
monitoring, logging, and SIEM makes sense from an efficiency standpoint, but many enterprises do not like to rely on one 
vendor. 

Elastic 
 “The vendor product we were using [at my former company] had built their product data model on Elastic, so we 

adopted it. However, as the vendor was an early stage startup, we also provided input and suggestions around 
adopting Elastic, as it was a good product. For subsequent internally built products, we also selected Elastic.” 

 “We went for the paid version as we needed the file-based security, X-Pack, so it was worth the license fee for 
security and support. Elastic has very innovative products and quick release turnarounds.”  

 “When I selected them initially, it was primarily for the ability to process unstructured data very well and the very fast 
indexing, search, and retrieval.”  

 “Kibana was also very attractive for creating dashboards and simple enough for the business end user to manage 
and set up themselves.”  

 “In recent years, they have really enhanced their security features and made it more enterprise-ready.”  
 “I particularly like how accessible their product managers and development teams are, too. You definitely feel like 

you have a say in their roadmaps. They are very client focused. They have also built up a great Elastic community 
that resonates with innovation, creativity, and energy.” 

 “Their version support could be an area for improvement. Their quick release turnaround means they drop support 
for the older version pretty quickly. For enterprise applications/companies, where development turnaround and 

Companies prefer AWS 
Elasticsearch Service only if 
they’re already using AWS for 
their products. … If I’m using 
everything on premise, 
however, then personally I 
would not think about using 
AWS Elasticsearch. 

MongoDB architect for a media 
company 

https://lucene.apache.org/core/
https://lucene.apache.org/core/
https://www.elastic.co/what-is/open-x-pack
https://www.elastic.co/what-is/open-x-pack
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process always lags behind, this is a never-ending game of upgrading and migrations, which is very resource and 
budget intensive.” 

 “I understand that it doesn’t make financial or efficiency sense for them to be backporting constantly, but 
enterprises move so slowly that they are constantly playing catch-up or end up paying licenses for unsupported 
versions.” 

Competition 
 “We used Splunk internally, but it wasn’t as flexible and competitively priced as Elastic. On the flexibility point, it was 

mainly because my use case was for unstructured text analysis and processing. For streaming, IoT, and event data, 
I’m sure Splunk and Elastic are both very competitive.” 

 “With [Alphabet Inc.’s/GOOG/GOOGL] Google getting out of the enterprise 
search market, a lot of companies started looking at Elastic as an 
alternative product to adopt internally. I see the potential of Elastic filling 
that gap, but I don’t have visibility into how many companies are currently 
developing that solution or have gone live with it.” 

 “A number of well-known products have built their underlying data models 
structured on Elastic, so that is testament to its functionality, capability, 
and stability.” 

 “I see convergence [of different tools], as it makes efficient sense to 
consolidate the monitoring platforms onto a single one. All these 
monitoring solutions will have a similar data pipeline for ingestion, 
transformation, processing, alert rules, reporting, etc., so it is better to 
build and support once.”  

 “If I was starting from scratch, I would use Elastic and build ground up, as 
their solutions pretty much tick the boxes. For enterprises where there are 
already legacy systems, the consolidation and data migration would be 
more tricky.” 

 “Many enterprises also don’t like putting all their eggs in one basket and 
have key dependency, so might want to deliberately segregate their 
monitoring platforms with different vendors and solutions.” 

 “Finding Elastic experts is not easy and not cheap, so we end up having to self-train. Understanding a platform 
requires not just development skills, but also infrastructure, big data, security, and database skills. Finding 
experienced people with that background and then asking them to train on Elastic is challenging.” 

 “Elastic has courses and certifications, but would people commit and pay for a certification with no guarantee that 
they will get an Elastic-based role?” 

2) Elastic Partners 
Both sources in this silo lauded Elastic’s software platform, noting the speed of its search engine and its ability to ingest large 
amounts of data. The fact that it is open source is a plus, as it offers a transparent process for debugging and adding 
features. Both were impressed by the company’s rapid release of new versions. They also praised the software’s flexibility and 
expandability. Security features will be the draw for enterprises to pay for Elastic licenses rather than stick with the free 
version, one source said. In certain markets, such as India, most users are content to use the free version. The software 
tends to be very sticky once adopted, according to both. Neither source believes Amazon’s version is a big threat to Elastic—it 
may appeal to some AWS customers, but others will not want to be further locked into Amazon’s ecosystem. Splunk is 
Elastic’s biggest threat because it has similar capabilities, one source said, but the other said Splunk’s data-based pricing 
model can make it expensive. There is some convergence happening between various tools, one source said, as evidenced by 
Elastic’s acquisition of Endgame.  

Key Silo Findings 
Elastic 

- 2 of 2 praised Elastic’s software stack. 
o Both said the speed of its search engine is impressive. 

Finding Elastic experts is not 
easy and not cheap, so we end 
up having to self-train. 
Understanding a platform 
requires not just development 
skills, but also infrastructure, 
big data, security, and 
database skills. Finding 
experienced people with that 
background and then asking 
them to train on Elastic is 
challenging. 

Former electronic communications and 
surveillance executive at a financial 

institution 
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o Both said it excels at data ingestion. 
- 2 like that it is open source and offers a transparent process for development. 
- 2 noted how often Elastic offers updates, though one said the speed of such development has sometimes resulted 

in instability. 
- 1 said Elastic’s stack is flexible in how it is deployed. 
- 1 said it is easily expandable. 
- 1 said many enterprises will opt for the paid version of Elastic’s software because they need its security features. 
- 1 said most companies in India that use Elastic stick with the free version. 
- 1 said Elastic’s support could be better. 
- 1 said the company needs to spend more on promoting its software in international markets. 
- 1 said Elastic has room to improve Kibana. 
- 1 said Elastic has some pricing power. 
- 1 said Elastic use should continue to grow. 
- 2 said the software is very sticky. 
- 1 said there may be a shortage of Elastic experts but that is to be expected with a relatively new technology and the 

gap is closing. 
Competition 

- 1 said Amazon’s version of Elastic’s software may appeal to those using AWS, though others may not want to lock 
themselves into Amazon. 

- 1 said Amazon’s Elastic product is not much of a threat to Elastic. 
- 1 said Splunk is Elastic’s toughest competitor, as it offers similar tools for similar use cases. 
- 1 noted that Splunk can get expensive because it charges based on the amount of data ingested. 
- 1 disagreed with the notion that the search market is small and slow growing. 

o Site search may not be growing quickly but demand is increasing for tools to search and analyze large data 
sets, led by trends in the Internet of Things and ecommerce. 

- 1 said tools for logging, SIEM, and application and infrastructure monitoring are converging into single platforms. 
o Elastic’s purchase of Endgame was a move in this direction and Splunk has also been adding security tools. 

- 1 listed QRadar and Security Onion as competing vendors for security analytics. 

1) Software developer for an IT solutions firm 

Elastic’s software excels at data ingestion and query, its code is transparent, and it is flexible in the way it can be 
deployed. The company has shown agility and speed at adapting and integrating new technologies but could improve its 
support and Kibana could use a few additional functions. Use of Elastic is growing. Enterprises are likely to choose paid 
subscriptions because of security requirements. Splunk is Elastic’s biggest competitor because the two have similar use 
cases. Many companies will not choose AWS’s version of the Elastic software to not be completely tied in with Amazon—
or because they may prefer to use Elastic on premise rather than in the cloud. The search market is seeing rapid growth 
because of the Internet of Things and ecommerce. Elastic is working to combine tools for app monitoring, infrastructure 
monitoring, logging, and SIEM, as evidenced by its acquisition of Endgame.  

Elastic 
 “One of the things Elastic excels in is performance both in data ingest and data query.” 
 “Another positive is transparency. The Elastic platform is open source so you can view all the code. When you build a 

new feature, you have access to an automated process for testing it so it doesn’t break the application—same for 
ingesting data. It is all publicly available. If you identify a bug, you can write code to fix it and submit it for review. 
They’ll bring it in as part of their code base. It’s a transparent process for development.” 

 “One of their strong assets is flexibility, including in the ways you can deploy Elastic. Their traditional method is a 
node-based architecture. But they also have ECE [Elastic Cloud Enterprise], which is a container orchestration of 
their platform.” 

 “Their SaaS offering doesn’t require you to have the infrastructure. It takes care of everything behind the scenes. It’s 
been very popular, so they released it as a solution so that you don’t have to use their SaaS but just install ECE in the 
cloud or on premise, so you have the ability to operate the interface. Their ECE offering has a lot of benefits that 
we’re seeing a lot of use of.” 

https://www.zdnet.com/article/elastic-buys-endpoint-security-firm-endgame-for-234-million/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/elastic-buys-endpoint-security-firm-endgame-for-234-million/
https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/cloud-enterprise/1.1/ece-overview.html
https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/cloud-enterprise/1.1/ece-overview.html
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 “Containerization of applications is very popular right now. They reacted nimbly and came out with Elastic Cloud on 
Kubernetes. Kubernetes as the orchestration of platforms is extremely popular. It is a way to easily deploy your 
Elastic clusters on Kubernetes. It’s a very modern and innovative solution for deploying applications.” 

 “Another positive for Elastic is their agility. They are very quick to adapt and integrate new technologies and roll out 
new versions of their platform. They are catching up fast for anything they may be lagging in.” 

 “In terms of what could be better, their support could be better. This is probably due to how fast they’ve grown. I 
don’t think they have all the knowledge they need to support all their customers. Response times to tickets can be a 
little slow. Frequently, the support person has to check with another team in the company for an answer.” 

 “I think they also have room to grow in Kibana in the Elastic stack. It’s a newer product. There are a few capabilities 
that the visualization layer should have, functionalities that should be there. Still, they do a lot of things well in 
Kibana.” 

 “I think Elastic can keep growing. They are not limited to any specific industry. They are in healthcare, finance, 
government, and much more.” 

 “There are positives and negatives to the fact that you can install Elastic easily on a laptop and start using it. It 
becomes a wedge to get into a company. Somebody at a company does a local install of the free version for a 
particular use case and then people see the other things it can do and it grows from there. At that point, 
organizations decide to go with the paid version.” 

 “Of course, there are cases of companies using the free version and that 
hurts Elastic. However, enterprises that are using Elastic use the paid 
version because, as an enterprise, they need to have security and that is 
only offered with the paid subscription.” 

 “I believe they could raise their prices. Their pricing model is based on the 
number of nodes or the total RAM of the system.” 

 “Elastic is fairly sticky. It can start with a small use case and, because 
people see it works well, they add other use cases and their use continues 
to grow.” 

 “Because they’re free, it makes it easy to bring them into an organization 
since there is no cost associated with it. It becomes sticky as the use cases 
grow.” 

 “I think we’re going to continue to see growth for Elastic across the board. Just based on what [our company] is doing 
[as an Elastic partner], there is going to be increased consumption of the Elastic product.” 

 “Their performance and speed of query are key differentiators. Elasticsearch is very fast in terms of how many 
documents it can ingest per second.” 

 “I think the number of Elastic experts is growing. It would be the same for any technology that is becoming more 
popular. I think, though, it’s a gap that can be closed.” 

Competition 
 “AWS has a pending lawsuit with Elastic. AWS has taken Elastic’s product, because it’s open source, and put a 

frontend wrapper to make it a PaaS [platform-as-a-service] that they are now selling to customers. The contention is 
with how AWS is selling it. The Elastic software is doing all the work and AWS has put a service around it.” 

 “From the Elastic perspective, it’s a huge risk that a company can do their own thing with their product and then sell 
it. I can understand why they’re pushing back. The market share in terms of the software use might go up [if 
companies use the AWS version], but Elastic’s revenue would not go up.” 

 “It’s also a risk that companies that are already doing work with AWS may do Elastic with AWS. The negative is that 
those companies would be locking themselves into AWS. Some may want to do Elastic on prem and not in the 
cloud.” 

 “Splunk is Elastic’s biggest competitor. They are similar in their use cases. They are similar in log aggregation and 
data collection. They also have a dashboard component.” 

 “I think Splunk is the biggest competitive challenger to Elastic. I believe Splunk has a larger market share, but we’ve 
seen Elastic eat into it.” 

 “I don’t think the search market is small and not growing. Elastic doesn’t need to be concerned [about the size of the 
market]. In terms of searching a website, that’s not growing very fast. However, it is growing fast in terms of 
performing analytics on a very large data set or running machine learning jobs on large data sets. It requires 
performing searches on an ever-increasing data set. The Internet of Things and online sales create data that needs 
to be aggregated on a platform where you can perform searches on it. That’s a very rapidly growing market.” 

Enterprises that are using 
Elastic use the paid version 
because, as an enterprise, they 
need to have security and that 
is only offered with the paid 
subscription. 

Software developer for an IT solutions 
firm 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kubernetes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kubernetes
https://www.law.com/therecorder/2019/09/30/open-source-search-firm-accuses-amazon-of-trademark-infringement/
https://www.law.com/therecorder/2019/09/30/open-source-search-firm-accuses-amazon-of-trademark-infringement/
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 “This [convergence between APM, infrastructure monitoring, logging, and SIEM] is 100% happening. Elastic has 
introduced their SIEM capability within the last year. They purchased Endgame, a tool in endpoint detection and 
response. They are switching gears from the general collection of logs to heavily focus on security. Those can go 
hand in hand, but it’s a new focus now.” 

 “Part of their driver is that they are seeing the market doing it. Splunk, too, has been bringing in more security-
focused modules. Elastic must have felt they had a gap in their offering, so they are trying to close that gap. Elastic 
may be slightly behind, but not that far.” 

2) Elastic engineer for an India-based IT consulting firm 

Elasticsearch is appealing because it is open source, fast, and easily expandable as data grows. It is generally sticky and 
will become more so if the next version is more stable. Elastic has the potential to increase its market share in the Gulf 
region, where this engineer is currently on assignment, as companies there have the budgets to spend on premium 
software. But growth of the tools will depend on Elastic boosting its marketing efforts because awareness of the product 
is not high. It competes with tools like IBM’s QRadar and Security Onion for security analytics. In markets like India, the 
free version is good enough for most users. 

Elastic 
 “The two main reasons we chose Elastic were that it’s open source and, secondly, its search engine is faster. When 

we compared it with Splunk’s search query, Splunk takes sometimes minutes to give us a result, whereas with 
Elasticsearch, you get the same query within milliseconds. It’s that much faster. Thirdly, if the amount of data grows, 
we can add another node.” 

 “These tools are also going to be very good for cybersecurity in the future and also for data analysis. You can ingest 
any kind of data in it. Also, with the platinum version I’m using now, the support is 24/7.” 

 “The current project I’m working on [for a government entity in the United Arab Emirates], we are working on the 
platinum version of Elasticsearch. We have a license for a six-node platinum version. For their licensing system, we 
need a minimum of two nodes. We are working on an Elastic SIEM solution. We are also using it for search and for 
cybersecurity, so it’s multi-use on those six nodes.” 

 “In the Gulf region, where I’m working now, Elastic needs to do a much better job of marketing their product. People 
aren’t aware of it that much, which is very different to India, where everyone knows about it. For example, in UAE, 
there are no Elastic meetups, and this kind of thing is really important for open source tools. They can capture the 
market here, because the tools are good, but it will depend on their marketing strategy.” 

 “Once an organization has invested in a set of tools like this, it would be four or five years before they would 
realistically consider switching to something else. There’s always new competition, and it’s not that it would be that 
hard to switch, but I would say the turnover time would be about four or 
five years.”  

 “Elastic is changing their versions at a very fast rate and, until now, they 
haven’t become quite stable. When I started working with Elastic several 
years ago, it was version 4.0 or something like that. I am now working with 
version 7.6. They upgrade at a very fast pace and I think that with version 
8 it will become stable. Once this happens, it’s going to be much more 
difficult for users to switch—just because of all the useful additional 
features.”  

 “In Asia, especially in India—where I was using Elastic before moving to 
UAE—companies are mostly using the free version of Elasticsearch. I’ve been working in Elastic for the last three 
years, first in India, where 80% of the companies I worked with used Elasticsearch on the back end—mostly the free 
version.” 

 “But India was a whole different market than the one I’m working in now, where there are more dollars to invest in 
the Gulf market.” 

 “When I was working with the free version of Elastic in India, I was using other software to do things like alerts for 
data monitoring. But that was with the 6 version. With the 7 version, those other solutions won’t work anymore. So, 
with the upgrades, there are some complications for open source versions.” 

In Asia, especially in India … 
companies are mostly using the 
free version of Elasticsearch. 

Elastic engineer for an India-based IT 
consulting firm 

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20191008005937/en/Elastic-Completes-Acquisition-Endgame-Leader-Endpoint-Protection
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20191008005937/en/Elastic-Completes-Acquisition-Endgame-Leader-Endpoint-Protection
https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/intrusion-prevention-systems/vendor/security-onion/product/security-onion
https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/intrusion-prevention-systems/vendor/security-onion/product/security-onion
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Competition 
 “Amazon is not much of a competitive threat in UAE. Elastic’s tools are better.” 
 “QRadar is a competitor used in the Gulf region [for security analytics]. Security Onion is another.” 
 “In my previous [web app development] company, we were building a tool on top of Elasticsearch, because it’s open 

source, and when we compared it with other tools like Splunk, Splunk charges based on the amount of data 
ingested.” 

3) Industry Specialists 
All three sources in this silo offered positive assessments of the Elastic stack, calling it among the best open source platforms 
for search, monitoring, and logging. Its customizability makes it popular with leading-edge tech companies, one source said, 
and its package of proprietary features are attractive, according to another. One said use of Elasticsearch is growing and 
more clients are paying for licenses. Paying for Elastic and deploying it in the cloud can be more cost effective than operating 
and maintaining it on premise, one source said. Amazon’s version will appeal to AWS customers, but Elastic offers much 
better support than Amazon and some important additional features. Elastic does not offer as much out-of-the-box 
functionality as some competitors like DataDog and SignalFX, one source said, adding that Elastic no longer seems driven to 
innovate the way it once did. The vendor that can be first to market with a unified platform across monitoring, logging, and 
SIEM could be a big winner, and multiple companies—including Elastic—are working on such a solution. 

Key Silo Findings 
Elastic 

- 3 of 3 said Elastic’s software offers valuable features. 
o 1 said its search, monitoring, and logging tools are some of the best open source solutions. 
o 1 said Elastic’s X-Pack is a key differentiator. 

- 2 said Elastic’s open source nature is a plus. 
o 1 said tech-forward companies with unique needs often use Elastic because they can customize it. 

- 1 said more clients are paying for Elastic licenses. 
o Use of engines like Elasticsearch is growing as a replacement for SQL database indexing. 

- 1 said Elastic’s frequent updates show it is on top of the latest technologies. 
- 1 said Elasticsearch is sticky for implementations that are highly customized, while simpler uses could easily swap 

out Elastic for Algolia. 
- 2 disagreed on whether there is a shortage of Elastic experts. 

o 1 said, while there are enough Elastic experts, companies prefer solutions that do not need such expertise 
to deploy and maintain. 

- 1 said buying the paid version of Elastic and deploying it in the Elastic Cloud is often less expensive than maintaining 
the software on premise. 

Competition 
- 2 said Amazon’s version of Elasticsearch will have some appeal to AWS customers. 

o 1 said the simplicity of single billing and the possibility of a discount for AWS users are draws. 
o 1 said Amazon’s distribution will force Elastic to compete on higher-level functionality instead of at the 

database level. 
- 2 said Elastic offers much better support than Amazon. 

o 1 does not see Elastic losing any share to Amazon because of that support. 
- 1 said most clients are choosing an Elastic license over Amazon’s version because of features like Snapshot and 

Restore. 
- 1 said enterprises that need high availability, security features, and have multiple applications using the Elastic 

stack are likely to want Elastic Cloud over AWS Elasticsearch. 
- 1 said competitors like DataDog and Splunk’s SignalFX have surpassed Elastic in out-of-the-box functionality. 
- 1 said both Splunk and Elastic are expensive and there are cheaper options. 
- 1 said Elastic’s single stack may appeal to some companies but many will want best-of-breed solutions for individual 

tools. 
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- 1, a former Elastic employee, said the company culture has changed and it no longer seems primed to innovate the 
way it used to. 

- 2 said there is demand for a single view into areas such as app monitoring, logging, and SIEM. 
o 1 said whichever vendor can deliver such a platform will be a big winner. 
o 1 said Elastic, Splunk, and others are working in that direction. 

1) Software engineer and former Elastic employee 

Amazon’s version of Elasticsearch is becoming the first choice for users in the AWS environment. Elastic had gained 
market share from Splunk for logging and monitoring, and from Solr for search, but the user-friendliness of its software is 
being surpassed by competitors like DataDog. Elastic’s solutions for search, monitoring, and logging remain among the 
best, but the company may struggle to innovate. The stickiness of Elastic’s software depends on how much a user has 
customized it. Organizations are more likely to be drawn to individual, best-of-breed software solutions rather than rely on 
the broad package that Elastic offers. 

Elastic 
 “Elastic’s solutions for search, monitoring, and logging are perhaps some of the best in terms of usability, 

performance, and scalability compared to other open source solutions.”  
 “Due to its open source nature, there is much more possibility for implementing customizations to meet specific 

requirements that SaaS or proprietary solutions may not allow. This is a big reason why some of the most tech-
forward companies with unique requirements have adopted Elastic.” 

 “The stickiness of Elastic solutions depends on how unique the use case for the solution is. If a company is using 
Elastic for a pretty vanilla logging/monitoring solution, it probably wouldn't take much effort to replace it with Splunk, 
DataDog, Grafana, etc.” 

 “For search use cases, it tends to depend on the customization. Many of 
the best search implementations tend to be custom and, thus, hard to 
replace without significant effort.”  

 “Search implementations that didn't have many customizations or are not 
very good anyways would be easily replaced with something like Algolia.” 

 “I think there are lots of people who know Elasticsearch. I don’t think [a 
lack of Elastic experts] is the real problem for Elastic. I believe companies 
want solutions like DataDog, Algolia, etc., that don’t require experts to 
implement and maintain them.”  

Competition 
 “For much of Elastic’s existence, they’ve been taking away market share 

from Splunk for logging/monitoring and Solr for search. However, in the 
past three years or so, the competitive landscape has changed 
significantly with the emergence of big data SaaS solutions and 
containerization.” 

 “AWS Elasticsearch is becoming the new entry point for users, especially 
those already in the AWS environment, whereas in the past a typical user 
might have downloaded the open source Elasticsearch directly from Elastic.” 

 “Since Elastic’s commercial functionality isn’t supported in AWS Elasticsearch, there’s no ability for Elastic to 
monetize on that. This forces Elastic to compete in the marketplace on higher level functionality instead of at the 
database level.”  

 “Elastic has been slow to build more out-of-the-box, user-ready functionality, while their competitors like DataDog, 
SignalFX—now part of Splunk, SumoLogic, New Relic, and others have surpassed Elastic in this way.” 

 “One example is for logging solutions. A newer, more solution-oriented product like DataDog has better 
documentation and more capability in the product itself for easing setup of ingestion of application logs. For Elastic, 
often times, the setup and configuration requires underlying knowledge of how Elasticsearch indexes data.” 

 “Another example is with full-text search use cases. There’s a lot of configuration required [in Elastic] to process data 
in a way that optimizes search result quality—it requires not just knowledge about how Elasticsearch works but also 
deep expertise in search engines.” 

Since Elastic’s commercial 
functionality isn’t supported in 
AWS Elasticsearch, there’s no 
ability for Elastic to monetize 
on that. This forces Elastic to 
compete in the marketplace on 
higher-level functionality 
instead of at the database 
level. 

Software engineer and former Elastic 
employee 

https://www.algolia.com/
https://www.algolia.com/
https://www.sumologic.com/lp/brand/?utm_content=a&utm_source=google&utm_medium=ppc&utm_campaign=NAMER_Search_Branded_BOFU-DC&utm_adgroup=71352472520&utm_term=sumo%20logic&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI19KW3bek5wIVERx9Ch2qFwejEAAYASAAEgLSN_D_BwE
https://www.sumologic.com/lp/brand/?utm_content=a&utm_source=google&utm_medium=ppc&utm_campaign=NAMER_Search_Branded_BOFU-DC&utm_adgroup=71352472520&utm_term=sumo%20logic&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI19KW3bek5wIVERx9Ch2qFwejEAAYASAAEgLSN_D_BwE
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 “In contrast, Algolia makes it dead simple for app developers to push data into its search engine and immediately get 
very high quality search results without requiring any experience with search. Elastic eventually acquired a company 
called Swiftype to compete better against Algolia.” 

 “These are just examples of the general risk in Elastic being unable to 
compete effectively against companies more focused on solving specific 
use cases.”  

 “There’s some hope [from Elastic] that some customers want a single 
vendor and technology for multiple use cases that Elastic can fulfill. This 
strategy may work for some larger companies, but I think there will be a 
continued push for organizations to be more tech-forward and demand 
best-of-breed solutions, instead of just accepting using an existing product 
that may check most of the boxes.” 

 “I’m not confident about their ability to compete in the future against 
newer SaaS products and those perceived as being more ‘native’ to 
Kubernetes. The culture of the company has also changed significantly in 
recent years and it’s hard to see the same level of drive and motivation 
[for] producing innovative technology to the same degree as in the earlier 
years.” 

 “I think there will be convergence [of tools for APM, infrastructure 
monitoring, and SIEM]. At the end of the day, all those use cases are about 
having visibility into the health and status of IT systems, so whether the 
source data for it is application logs, metrics, or anything else, people do 
want a single pane of glass to understand what’s happening.” 

2) Software developer with an Elastic competitor 

One of Elastic’s key differentiators is its X-Pack, which offers features that many software engineers would like to add to 
the open source Elastic stack. There are numerous competitors that have built useful features on top of Elasticsearch, 
but Elastic remains the leader and will not lose market share, partly because of its active community and developer 
forums. Elastic’s premium features are perceived as pricey. The search market is not small and there is room for multiple 
players to grow, especially if organizations become better educated about the technology. The company that can develop 
a broad, searchable platform with visibility into functions like apps and security will be a big winner. 

Elastic 
 “One of the key differentiators for Elastic is X-Pack. It is exclusive to them. There are bells and whistles Elastic 

provides to add on the normal Elastic stack.” 
 “If I had access to Elastic [premium features], it would make my job easier, but X-Pack is not actually something that 

is required to work with Elasticsearch. You need to have an active subscription with Elastic to use X-Pack.” 
 “One of the cool things is that Filebeat can go directly in an S3 bucket on Amazon. You can only do that in X-Pack 

because it’s Elastic’s proprietary code.” 
 “It seems that, in the software community, there are either people who know Elasticsearch very well or have never 

heard of it. It still remains to get people to understand the importance of what Elasticsearch can do. There are not 
that many people [who are experts].” 

Competition 
 “Amazon Web Services’ [version of Elasticsearch] is not free because only AWS customers can use their Elastic 

stack. AWS is, however, not the biggest competitive threat to Elastic.”  
 “I don’t see Elastic losing any market share. Based on the community around it, because of all the information they 

put out on how to use the technology, their developer forums where people can ask questions, they are educating 
people and providing resources for learning detailed info. AWS is not doing anything like that.” 

 “Elastic is the main player in this segment.” 
 “The reason to use software from competitors [like us] is ease of use for people who are not familiar with 

Elasticsearch. Some competitors provide an additional security layer on top of the open source software. Others 
provide different types of data storage and different policies on the duration of the storage.” 

I think there will be 
convergence [of tools for APM, 
infrastructure monitoring, and 
SIEM]. At the end of the day, all 
those use cases are about 
having visibility into the health 
and status of IT systems, so 
whether the source data for it 
is application logs, metrics, or 
anything else, people do want a 
single pane of glass to 
understand what’s happening. 

Software engineer and former Elastic 
employee 

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/beats/filebeat/master/filebeat-input-s3.html
https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/beats/filebeat/master/filebeat-input-s3.html
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 “Splunk is known for its high price. There are less expensive alternatives. Elastic is not cheap either.” 
 “The negative thing about Elastic is that they seem to be trying to take over Elasticsearch, which is open source. They 

become very touchy when people talk about Elasticsearch. They want people to say ‘Elasticsearch’ and not Elastic.” 
 “I think there’s room for everybody to grow. It comes down to the niche each player offers, what they can provide to 

the customer. Elastic definitely has room to grow.”  
 “I admire what they do but I don’t admire that they want to lock things 

down that should be open source. They lock it down because they’re 
developing it themselves.” 

 “They seem to imply that they own Elasticsearch, even if they don’t say 
they outright own it. For example, they make it difficult for me to reach out 
to Elastic because I’m not a customer.” 

 “I don’t think that the search market is that small. A lot of companies don’t 
know what they should be doing. There’s a lack of education. I talk to 
customers and ask them how they monitor their data. They’re not even 
aware they should be doing it. They don’t know they should have a finger 
on everything that’s going on with their data. People don’t understand why 
they need search.” 

 “This convergence [of tools such as app monitoring and SIEM] is the holy 
grail of top-level overview. Whoever can figure this out is going to rise 
above the others. It will be a 360-degree view of everything. Things that are 
not naturally connected are all connected and searchable together from 
different data sources, as an aggregate, and searchable for a causal 
relationship.” 

 “Everybody is working on this, including us. Elastic is, of course, actively looking for a solution and as soon as they 
find it, they’re going to lock it down. X-Pack is making headway toward that, but it’s not amazing yet. Elastic is a 
leader in this because they have the resources and the name. They are the standard for any query about 
Elasticsearch.” 

3) Developer for an enterprise search consulting firm  

Use of Elasticsearch and other enterprise search engines is growing, especially as a replacement for SQL database 
indexing. Running Elasticsearch in the cloud—either with Elastic Cloud or AWS—is a more cost-effective way to deploy it 
than managing it on premise. Some clients prefer Solr as a search engine, but Elasticsearch is easier to get started with. 
While some clients run Amazon’s Elasticsearch to take advantage of single billing and, possibly, discounts as AWS 
customers, most have an Elastic license to get faster updates and features like Snapshot and Restore. Elastic also offers 
much better support than Amazon. 

Elastic 
 “I would say the adoption of Elasticsearch—or any other search engine—is growing, for sure, because the SQL type of 

database for indexing is old, and it doesn’t have any value added, as opposed to using Elasticsearch or Solr, for 
example, which have the ability for you to run a search but also do many other things by putting analytics on it.” 

 “There’s more value [with Elasticsearch] and the fact that people can start with a free, open source version is really 
nice.” 

 “There’s a lot of replacement [of search software] that’s happening now in enterprise because Google Search 
Appliance is expired, and [Micro Focus International plc’s/LON:MCRO] IDOL search engine is expired, and there’s a 
lot of migration happening, so there’s a lot of adoption and growth [of Elasticsearch].”  

 “I’m seeing [Elastic] is really on top of the technology in terms of launching deployments and they’re aware of all the 
latest technologies and all the software that they can run their software on. And they’re also promoting it. That’s all 
the good stuff—and it shows that there’s a lot of support for it.” 

 “Elastic [offers] a general cloud hosting service, versus having a company purchase an appliance or renting an 
appliance and having an air conditioner in a server room and things like that. The cost [of a paid version of Elastic] is 
probably less with having a cloud solution [than running it on premise]. And with the internet security provided to the 
services like Elastic Cloud or Amazon Elasticsearch, I think these outweigh having a server appliance physically at a 

I don’t see Elastic losing any 
market share. Based on the 
community around it, because 
of all the information they put 
out on how to use the 
technology, their developer 
forums where people can ask 
questions, they are educating 
people and providing resources 
for learning detailed info. AWS 
is not doing anything like that. 

Software developer with an Elastic 
competitor 

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/6.8/modules-snapshots.html
https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/6.8/modules-snapshots.html
https://www.searchtechnologies.com/blog/gsa-discontinued-frequently-asked-questions?gclid=Cj0KCQiA4NTxBRDxARIsAHyp6gAteCWCYx01QaCQOSBIy0VRStiEzeqJkFje2oSYIIJO0yWden5AJF4aAlJSEALw_wcB
https://www.searchtechnologies.com/blog/gsa-discontinued-frequently-asked-questions?gclid=Cj0KCQiA4NTxBRDxARIsAHyp6gAteCWCYx01QaCQOSBIy0VRStiEzeqJkFje2oSYIIJO0yWden5AJF4aAlJSEALw_wcB
https://www.searchtechnologies.com/blog/gsa-discontinued-frequently-asked-questions?gclid=Cj0KCQiA4NTxBRDxARIsAHyp6gAteCWCYx01QaCQOSBIy0VRStiEzeqJkFje2oSYIIJO0yWden5AJF4aAlJSEALw_wcB
https://www.searchtechnologies.com/blog/gsa-discontinued-frequently-asked-questions?gclid=Cj0KCQiA4NTxBRDxARIsAHyp6gAteCWCYx01QaCQOSBIy0VRStiEzeqJkFje2oSYIIJO0yWden5AJF4aAlJSEALw_wcB
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company and having IT dedicated to maintaining it. I’m all for the cloud. I don’t really see any benefits of having a 
person maintaining that infrastructure locally.” 

 “In the beginning, Elasticsearch was totally open source, but then they started to add packages and started closing 
some of these features. That’s confusing to the open source community. If a person or company were to use 
Elasticsearch features today that are open and in a future upgrade it becomes a paid-for service, then what? It’s 
confusing in that sense.” 

Competition 
 “We don’t have a preference when it comes to one search engine being better than the others. It really depends on 

what type of search or analytics type of use cases and types of information the client collects and how they want to 
get their information.” 

 “Some of our clients prefer Elasticsearch for their search engine stack. Other clients prefer Apache Solr, which is 
open source.” 

 “Apache Solr is not nicely packaged like Elasticsearch, which is created 
more for beginners and people who don’t want to do a whole lot of 
configurations to get something working that’s a bit more advanced. 
Elasticsearch works right off the bat, which is appealing for some of our 
clients.” 

 “When you design a search index or define a schema for a field—if you 
want it to do analytics, for example—then Elasticsearch may have an 
advantage where it can dynamically help to generate those fields for the 
indexing. It’s really putting a lot of magic in the back end, to make things 
work.” 

 “We get asked a lot by our clients about the difference between Amazon’s 
Elasticsearch Service, which runs Elastic stack, as well as Elastic, which is 
Elastic Cloud provided by the company Elastic. We do have clients that 
deploy the services directly from Elastic Cloud.” 

 “Amazon’s Elasticsearch is really meant to be used as a back end, where 
you would deploy it into a more controlled environment and you do your 
own security. Security is built in, but it’s not obvious, as opposed to Elastic 
Cloud, where you have a login right off the bat once you do a deployment, and that works really well for most of our 
clients.” 

 “Most of our clients have an Elastic license because things are updated faster, as well. There’s a lot of features like 
Snapshots where, if things go wrong, you can just run a Snapshot and Restore and it works really well. This is not 
there in Amazon.” 

 “I’m seeing a growth in our client base paying for licenses from Elastic and also using Amazon services.” 
 “What we recommend [for search software] really depends on the requirements for a client’s infrastructure 

architecture that they like. If most of their services are running on EC2 instance on Amazon, then they would have a 
preference toward Amazon Elasticsearch, even if it’s just to have one billing. Plus, they probably get some kind of 
discount as well from Amazon.” 

 “But some customers who are using on-premise applications but only need the Elasticsearch stack to store the 
indexes and run the search from—they might prefer the Elastic Cloud.”  

 “In enterprise cases where there is a need both for high availability and for security features, and also if there are 
multiple applications from different places using the Elastic stack, then the client would likely adopt the Elastic 
Cloud.” 

 “Elastic definitely has more support than Amazon’s Elasticsearch. If you were to search the internet and try to find 
out how to do something on Amazon Elasticsearch, you are not going to get a whole lot of search support.” 

 “There’s much more of a learning curve, for sure, to run, say, a Kibana interface. You won’t just be able to run that 
on Amazon’s Elasticsearch—not easily.” 

Elastic] is really on top of the 
technology in terms of 
launching deployments and 
they’re aware of all the latest 
technologies and all the 
software that they can run their 
software on. And they’re also 
promoting it. That’s all the good 
stuff—and it shows that there’s 
a lot of support for it. 

Developer for an enterprise search 
consulting firm 
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Secondary Source 
This secondary source focused on Amazon’s cloud-hosted version of Elasticsearch. Nick Price, a highly regarded security 
architecture and engineering executive, called AWS Elasticsearch “fundamentally flawed.” 

Oct. 10, 2019 Spun.io blog post 
Elasticsearch on AWS is missing so many crucial features that it is a nightmare for large-scale workloads. 

 “As has happened before, Amazon took the open-source side of Elasticsearch, did a hard fork, and has been selling 
it as a hosted service, slowly implementing their own versions of features that have been available in one form or 
fashion in mainline Elasticsearch for years.” 

 “Amazon’s implementation is missing a lot of things like RBAC and auditing, which is particularly problematic in our 
environment because we are ingesting log data from different teams and would prefer to be able to segment them 
from one another; currently, anyone with access to Elasticsearch has full privileges to everything and can 
accidentally delete other people’s data, change how it’s replicated across nodes, and cause data ingestion to stop 
completely by adding a bad index template.” 

 “This is frustrating, but it’s not the big issue with their service. Shard rebalancing, a central concept to Elasticsearch 
working as well as it does, does not work on AWS’s implementation, and that negates basically everything good 
about Elasticsearch.” 

 “In a normal scenario, as data is added to nodes, sometimes one can become more full than others. This is 
understandable because there are no guarantees that records ingested will be the same size, or that shard counts 
will always evenly divide out across all of the nodes in a cluster. It’s not a big deal though, because Elasticsearch can 
rebalance shards across the nodes, and if one node does happen to fill up, the other nodes will happily start taking 
in data in its place.” 

 “This is not supported on Amazon. Some nodes can fill up (much) more quickly than others.” 
 “And it gets worse. On Amazon, if a single node in your Elasticsearch cluster runs out of space, the entire cluster 

stops ingesting data, full stop. Amazon’s solution to this is to have users go through a nightmare process of 
periodically changing the shard counts in their index templates and then reindexing their existing data into new 
indices, deleting the previous indices, and then reindexing the data again to the previous index name if necessary. 
This should be wholly unnecessary, is computationally expensive, and requires that a raw copy of the ingested data 
be stored along with the parsed record because the raw copy will need to be parsed again to be reindexed. Of 
course, this also doubles the storage required for ‘normal’ operation on AWS.” 

 

Additional research by Eva Cahen and Emily Carr. 
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